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Abstract 

Though it was social and civic responsibility of the people to deliver children, nurturing them 

,educating them and developing them in society, quality of children’s in family determines their 

maturity and quantity of children in a family determines their curiosity on delivering children 

.From this aspects both government and individuals have to examine and understand country’s 

future as well as individuals secured and happy life, both government  and Individual life should 

not be spoiled and made unhappy owing to having outnumbered populations .It is a pure 

responsibility of the Individuals to control their more children delivering habits with an aim to 

live happily in future and should not make burden on same people by making more children 

,though people are not following this good ideas the government have to make strict law to stop 

population growth from stopping individual’s habits on children delivering .For the effective and 

effervescent social development, government and individuals have to have moral responsibility 

to stop population growth.  
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Introduction 

In several issues of India’s since its independency population growth and developments are one 

of the oldest issues in social science domains, this issues are already quoted and mentioned 

clearly by Robert Malthus) on his famous essay and work population in 19798 has argued that 

population growth is unavoidable and inevitable part of society which will lead to make poverty. 

In over populated country, shall able to feed and keep the always at poor and poverty situations 

(people life would be demarcated within the subsistence level beyond this nothing they could 

expect).Over population hopefully would be useful during the wartime with other country where 

manpower would be used after that people would be found so poor because country will able to 

use over population in war instead of keeping them at luxury life. 
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This issues are so pertinent to all the countries for  discuss about pros and cons of the population 

development, population growth will be impinging on a country’s development both positively 

and negatively ,from then to now there is consensus and concerns in developing countries that 

fertility rates are directly affecting the country social ,economic and political developments 

,according surplus population growth a country could able to give food ,shelter ,needs 

,necessities ,education and basic amenities unless there will prevail confusion, turmoil, dilemma 

,violence ,dacoits problems and financial crises. So, population must be according a country’s 

natural resources and territory. 

Development influences population growth and population growth influences the country 

developments, everything must within the pure and true limitation was given by god in ancient 

time before humanity come to soil. Problems and perplexity, starvation, famine and war will 

come in a country when it does not follow this basic god and population doctrines. 

Development of population rate in society grows steadily  for a long period in social history 

,when there is mortality arte according to the fertility rate there would not be living crisis in civil 

society if so both development will go together ,with this factors policy makers are needed to 

strengthen their containment policy periodically .delivering number of children in a country will 

lead show that it is a biggest populate country ,for which it hast to have accommodative space 

,place, facilities, opportunity and fundament needs unless image of populated country would be 

converted into purposeless country. Though government did not pay attention on controlling 

population growth the well aware citizens have to understand that it may be 90 percent positive 

and purposeful for the vote bank but the same citizens have to understand their family revenue 

and income situations to come ahead for stop delivering more children ,if every country’s 

citizens do this activities politicians expectations would be fruitless and their vote banking 

interest would be disguised and cheated and parents aim or citizens aim on controlling 

population growth would be accomplished .Though purpose of ruling politicians are at 

increasing population to  overcome and override their interest urban people have to go to village 

places for make an awareness about populations explosion’s affects on common people then they  

will stop child delivering habits ,they may have one or two more than two children in each 

family is harmful not to country and for their family. 
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maximum mortality rate will determines on preserving even and proportion population 

developments once it get failure abnormal population growth will take place in a country as it to 

invade and engulf entire country developments ,owing to too much populations following 

disease are likelihood toward spoil people peace such as famine, epidemics, contagious, 

unhygienic and less health developments ,to control these disease even government shall not do 

any think owing need big burden and it will pay very less attentions on saving people. Citizens in 

all the countries must be made awareness this intentional activities of the government on not 

controlling population growth and developments ,so they are needed go through society, politics 

and politician’s activities ,according their study they have to stop much delivering habits in all 

the society of both the develop d and developing countries. 

Since mortality rate is declined in some of developed and developing countries the birth rate of 

children are fast increasing just like flood water mixing  into a sea ,by which people in all the 

society have been suffering huge and lot due to not getting their basic fundamental needs and 

freedom. Since advanced medication system was introduced by developing and developed 

country’s medical and research experts the mortality rates has been decreased and postponed, in 

postponed time number of children are delivered it means birth rate is increasing in mid period of 

mortality is postponed by medical inventions. 

Due to technological and computer modernization and revolution mortality rates are declined and 

reduced for instance actual death rate of person is postponed and delayed at 5to 7 years distance 

and back, thereby population growth is uncontrollable phenomena in all the country, every 

person want to live at any cost though he or she is aged and moribund because it is a 

psychological attributions of the characters ,for which they spend money for hospital, health 

checkup and insurance .Due to above these health maintaining and life protecting concerns of the 

citizens in all the countries the death rate is declined .In congested country HIV and illegal 

relations, food scarcity, infected situations, unhygienic  situations, poor equality education, less 

career opportunities and other so many inconvenient problems are happening each day in all the 

country’s civil society. 

 

Owing to malnutrition and bad health problems in many of developing countries females are 

passed away while they deliver child ,some time both will die, these problems are happening 

owing more populations, government inability to take care on its people health, spend money for 
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their good health preservation an careless society people. In present days as citizens we have to 

born and die so carefully without expecting government help and care, because they live in the 

society for vote bank by population explosions and we born for enjoy our freedom by having 

limited populations. 

  The result derived from two assumptions in their model: one was that the burden of 

dependency, the ratio of non-workers to workers in the population, was greater under high 

fertility and led to reduced savings; and the other was that investment had to be spread over 

larger numbers instead of raising the amount of physical or social capital per worker. This was 

called ‘capital widening versus capital deepening’; that is, if the population were growing more 

slowly, the same amount of capital would be used to improve the quality of schooling or health 

services received by each individual, instead of being diluted by having to extend coverage to 

more people; or else there would be more or better capital for each worker in the workplace. 

Population growth is boosting a country’s economic growth in macroeconomic aspects by which 

GDP of country is increasing lot, additionally military capacity and manpower capacity would be 

increased much but their needs would be minimized lot they should live lastly as a poor and 

needs searcher without getting permanent solution for live as a whole human in the society. 

Population growth in certain aspects will be helpful for country’s economic growth and also 

useful for military purpose, in people freedom way there is not any happy due to over 

populations. Concern has to arsie from the citizen’s side instead of arising government side 

because citizens have to live and government had to rule on cheating way.  

Research in these fields in past two decade has brought very poor results because they could not 

mention and predict as this study is predicted and mentioned about the promoter of population 

explosion. Government is ruling and ruining its people by getting their income and revenue and 

finally says not fiancé to do service for people. Most resource of over population is taken by the 

rulers for their future good life and relations good life, it is not yet known to any citizens clearly 

to stop their voting to this cheating government .More weight of more population is for society 

not for government,it emerged to levy weight on people head and people born to support its 

weight so people must be careful on their life and future issues without leaning government 

service and help. 
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On account of too much population administrators are not able pay attentions on peoples health, 

education and civic life because they are not interested about population growth and burdens on 

the soil .chief duty of government is to collect revenue and device ant people polices with an 

intention to sustain their power on poor people and people income rather than worrying about it 

country future and dreams. Over population is always being as major source of government 

revenue generation whereas same population is so much disturbed in social political and 

economical and cultural aspects. Argument here is indicating that too much population is weight 

and problem to its same people in enjoying freedom and liberty, at any cost not loss for its 

country these ideas must be understood by all the citizens. 

Exact population will fetch minimum constitution said liberty, freedom, luxury life, sophisticated  

life, basic amenities and privileges’ ,while it has population more than exact and actual it suffers 

and nervous to do this facilities owing its briefed economic policy, thereby people are  affecting 

always in terms of all their basic needs ,their needs are distributed to over populations then needs 

of actual people would be unenough and less .Population control will pave way for enjory  a men 

an ultimate freedom and liberty without stop and gap. 

When a government distributes 100 person’s basic privileges’ to 500 peoples the needs and 

necessities of the  100  people are being insufficient and becomes scarcity by people will be 

roaming here and there searching food and place finally they could not live in the society  

without career opportunity .This situations of the  people makes the poverty word .It is outcome 

of men or family’s hardships ,inability and impossibility to collect their needs either from 

government or same fellow this situations called as an absolute poverty. Here role of people is 

important to comprehend and listen about the crucial tragedy of the government carelessness and 

disinterest on controlling of population explosions. 

Urban Differences  

As we all understood an spoken about urban population would be educated and well aware about 

family and environments, this reason is 100 percentage confirm because their maturity, 

understanding, concern on family running and conducting could be able understood by seeing 

and valuing their number of children  in each households. It shows good concerns on their 

liberty, future, career, environment and how to life with limited children, they got this awareness 
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through their education in urban areas, makes them to know their fiancé problem, issues of 

country, administration and management thereby they are living with planned policy and 

ideology which they show in limited child delivering and rearing according to their income and 

revenue. 

 

Rural background 

This background is totally reverse and against to urban development because in rural area people 

will do much agriculture hard work for get relive from those hard work farmers will have 

frequent intercourse in all agricultural family without bothering their future and children’s future. 

This habits are making part of  population development and explosions .reason for which is ,they 

don’t have entertainment chance, amusement chance, tour chance and so on: these monotonous 

situations of them make them to pay attention on childe making .For counter their so long enemy 

in villages parents are used to pay attention on making more children with aim to make strong 

their family from the vulnerable situations .Though there are yet unseen factors of populations 

growth but these ideas are recognized and seen one by each one of us .Altogether population 

growth is being part of  in society due to village people like to have more children for their safety 

and income when the parents are getting aged ,delivering too much children would be supportive 

to their family is thought of majority farmers in Indian soil. 

Conclusion 

Unless citizen should understand about same citizens life difficulties, hardship, unable to by 

desired things ,enjoy their freedoms and liberty owing to their needs scarcity ,the population 

explosions should not be controlled .To get stopped population growth citizens have to apply 

their rational thinking on looking other’s pain and difficulties in civil society ,this understanding 

of same human being would make and teach in each family to deliver limited children for avoid 

those feelings and hardships of same fellow being owing to population growth. Government is to 

rule and collect revenue from people but people are to enjoy their life through their hard earning, 

in controlling of population growth people have to come forward rather than government 

because government is a lazy institution is to exploit people revenue by seeing their sorrow and 

sadness. 
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